
Protocol PSF MX User Meeting on ZOOM 2020-06-16 
Time and Place: 10 am Tuesday 16 June on ZOOM – https://ki-se.zoom.us/j/2552303941 

Participants: Martin Moche, Eleonore von Castelmur, Magnus Claesson 

§1 Next PSF MX User Meeting 

10 am Tuesday 30 June on ZOOM – link to be shared  

§2 New routines at Diamond Light Source 

See info from Diamond Light Source in appendix.  We can now choose between unattended data 

collection and remote access for novel/difficult crystals. 

1. SU and LiU ship their samples and plan their experiments independently from KI.   

2. At KI/KTH? we ship samples together - to share unipucks, unipuck-racks and dewars 

a. Common KI/KTH? shipping dates decided at next meeting 10 am 30 June 

3. Samples intended for “unattended” vs. “remote” data collection in separate dewars! 

4. Share sample info with Martin Moche today to be made available in Diamond UAS 

5. How does Diamond select beamline for shipped sample? 

Questions to be send to Diamond on Monday 22 June 

How is the beamline selected for remote and unattend access samples? How to make a beamline 

request? Perhaps a question on sample shipping procedures (Eleonore). 

 

§3 Assign experimentalists at BioMAX remote feedback 

Light source Beamline Date Duration Start Experimentalists 

MAXIV BioMAX 2020-06-25 16 16:00 Eleonore och Martin. LiU starts 

Table 1. See “Beamtime schedule” at http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx  

 

§3.1 Assemble feedback on 14 June remote BioMAX visit 

LiU had no restarts of MXCuBE. A few hang-ups when doing limited oscillation as an alternative to 

grid scan. Solved by refresh browser and pressing the resume button.  LiU follow the instructions to 

unmount the last sample, then did the 2 beam line actions prepare open hutch and end_beamtime. 

LiU got some nice data :) 

At KI we had to do a few “restart_mxcube” when data collection did not start when doing standard 

or grid scan data collection.   

KI grid scanning: 

Grid-scanning was very useful in one case on Rajkumar Singh loop with small crystal where we did 

not see anything, and only grid-scanning found a beautifully diffracting crystal.  Since we were all 

new to grid-scanning at BioMAX I think in retrospect we missed to align the crystal using the 

“automatic tool” that I think I notice towards the end of our KI session... In retrospect, we should 

have aligned the crystal using the automatic tool after first grid scanning and then rotate the crystals 

90 degrees and performed a second grid scanning and use the automatic tool again.  Now we 

http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx


manually aligned the beam after the grid scanning hit and collected and likely only got around 180 

degree data and missed the crystal for around 180 degrees… 

§4 Assemble BioMAX advice online at PSF homepage 

BioMAX response to feedback on 2020-06-14 visit 

@Martin. Thanks very much for the feedback! Good to hear that the grid/mesh scan helped to locate 
another sample. Since Madhu. decided to stop mesh scan, I didn’t explain more. In case you will use 
it in the coming beamtime, below are a few known issues, 
  
If one already has a mesh scan collected, one cannot draw a second grid or delete the collected grid. 
Otherwise one cannot collect data anymore, the only way out is to remount the sample or restart 
MXCuBE server. That’s probably what happened to you on Sunday.  
The mesh (actually 2D point as well) is associated to a omega angle (orientation), it should be hidden 
when one rotates omega too much, which is currently not available. So, it’s important to set to the 
associated omega value before locating the crystal from the heatmap, because one sees the mesh all 
the time regardless of the omega angle, this can be very misleading. You can tell the associated 
omega angle when clicking the “grid” icon or inspecting the collection parameters. 
Please don’t duplicate the mesh task by right click the previous data collection, the exposure time 
per image is wrong. To rerun a grid scan, right click the grid and select mesh scan. 
  
When it works well and there is a nice diffracting crystal, one should get something as in the attached 
image. Btw, you might have to click the grid and adjust the transparency. The automatic tool (X-ray 
centering workflow, grid scan followed by a line scan) is in our plan, and we should fix in bugs in grid 
scan and move further with X-ray centering. You’re completely right that before such a tool is 
available, you have to do two grid scans, 90 degree apart, or grid scan with visual centering. 
  

BioMAX response to BioMAX feedback 28 May 2020: 

@Robert, the problem of wrong resolution rings in adxv is because the software doesn’t read the 
meta info (master file) for hdf5 data, including beam_center, pixelsize, detector_distance and 
wavelength. You can set this manually in the adxv gui  edit  settings, or alternatively provide the 
info from command line (adxv –beam_center –pixelsize –detector_distance….). I have made a small 
script called adxv_eiger. Next time when you’re on the biomax-remote computer, you can open an 
image file by launching “adxv_eiger xxxx_master.h5” from the terminal, it will read all the necessary 
meta info and display the correct resolution rings automatically. Different from the regular adxv, it’s 
important to call master file instead of the data file. When changing to a new dataset, you need to 
launch the same command from terminal instead of loading another dataset in adxv gui directly 
(otherwise it uses the meta info from the previous dataset). If you run adxv locally on your own 
computer, you still have to provide the meta info either in Gui or from command line. I can send you 
the script if you’re interested in, it’s easy to run locally  
 
@Anatoly and @Madhuranayaki, the default settings for characterization is 100% transmission with 
0.01s exp, 0.5 deg oscillation per image. When MXCuBE becomes unresponsive, one should try to 
refresh the page first, before pressing the stop in case there’s still something running at the 
beamline. Regarding EDNA/BEST, did you activate “auto add diffraction plan” or only enable 
“characterization analysis”? 
 
@Eleonore, many of the problems you encountered during last beamtime could be from your local 
computer, as it looked good on our side and also with your colleague’s thinlinc session. So it would 
be good if you could collect from another computer next Sunday. 


